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Abstract

Background: The use of telepractice in aphasia research and therapy is increasing in frequency. Teleassessment in aphasia has been demonstrated to be reliable. However, neuropsychological and clinical language comprehension assessments are not always readily translatable to an online environment and people with severe language comprehension or cognitive impairments have sometimes been considered to be unsuitable for teleassessment.

Aim: This project aimed to produce a battery of language comprehension teleassessments at the single word, sentence and discourse level suitable for individuals with moderate-severe language comprehension impairments.

Methods: Assessment development prioritised response consistency and clinical flexibility during testing. Teleassessments were delivered in PowerPoint over Zoom using screen sharing and remote control functions. The assessments were evaluated in 14 people with aphasia and 9 neurotypical control participants. Modifiable assessment templates are available here: https://osf.io/r6wfm/.

Main Contributions: People with aphasia were able to engage in language comprehension teleassessment with limited carer support. Only one assessment could not be completed for technical reasons. Statistical analysis revealed above chance performance in 141/151 completed assessments.

Conclusions: People with aphasia, including people with moderate-severe comprehension impairments, are able to engage with teleassessment. Successful teleassessment can be supported by retaining clinical flexibility and maintaining consistent task demands.
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WHAT THIS PAPER ADDS

What is already known on the subject

- Teleassessment for aphasia is reliable but assessment of auditory comprehension is difficult to adapt to the online environment. There has been limited evaluation of the ability of people with severe aphasia to engage in auditory comprehension teleassessment.

What this paper adds to existing knowledge

- Auditory comprehension assessment can be adapted for videoconferencing administration while maintaining clinical flexibility to support people with severe aphasia.

What are the potential or actual clinical implications of this work?

- Teleassessment is time and cost effective and can be designed to support inclusion of severely impaired individuals.

INTRODUCTION

There are numerous advantages of telepractice for people with aphasia. Telepractice can overcome restrictions to in-person working such as barriers induced by restrictions on movement (reduced mobility, transport issues, COVID-19), geographical location and limited time (Doub et al., 2021; Rao et al., 2022). In clinical practice, telerehabilitation can increase rehabilitation dosage, unlock access to specialist services and reduce health inequalities (Khairat et al., 2019; Weidner & Lowman, 2020). Benefits for research include improving access to rare clinical profiles, thereby increasing and diversifying samples (Koonin et al., 2020). Further practical advantages include reduction in travel time and associated costs for researchers and participants and greater ease of scheduling and video/auditory recording during data collection.

Research into teleassessment conducted online via videoconferencing in aphasia and other acquired language impairments has demonstrated overall good fidelity and high reliability when compared with standard in-person assessment (Choi et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2017; Hall et al., 2013). Modification of the Western Aphasia Battery—Revised (WAB: Kertesz, 2007) and Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination—Short Form (BDAE: Goodglass et al., 2001) for online use demonstrated significant group- and subject-level consistency with the strongest relationships for auditory comprehension subtests (Dekhtyar et al., 2020; Hill et al., 2009). Teleassessment also has generally high levels of acceptability (Altaib & Meteyard, 2023) with one study indicating that only 15% of individuals preferred in-person assessment (Dekhtyar et al., 2020).

Many researchers stress, however, that there is a proportion of individuals for whom telepractice is not appropriate. Lack of access to hardware and internet connectivity are barriers that can be overcome for research (see Fleming et al. (2020) for an example) but are more problematic in clinical practice. Patient-related factors include significant perceptual, language comprehension and cognitive impairment (Doub et al., 2021). For example, individuals with traumatic brain injury and reduced attention were found to perform more poorly during telerehabilitation than in-person rehabilitation (Georgeadis et al., 2004). Other studies have had low representation of individuals with comprehension impairments. In Dekhtyar et al’s. (2020) WAB teleassessment study, only 5%–10% of participants were observed to have a comprehension impairment at the single word level. In Hill et al’s (2009) examination of the BDAE, the mean single word comprehension score was 14/16 for the most severe aphasia group. Such under-representation of severe aphasia is reflective of the literature more generally (as discussed in Murray et al., 2018). This is a disappointing pattern given these individuals also demonstrate poorer therapeutic outcomes (Paolucci et al., 2005). As such, it is important that researchers make efforts to include these individuals in research and to make research studies accessible. The number of research studies employing remote data collection techniques is likely to increase and care must be taken in designing remote assessment and
experimental paradigms suitable for a wide range of participants’ abilities.

Obtaining language comprehension and cognition data over videoconferencing is more problematic than eliciting language production data (although the opposite pattern occurs for scoring). This is because traditional neuropsychology comprehension and cognition assessments typically require a pointing response to pictures or objects. Researchers have overcome these issues by mailing objects to participants and requesting the camera to be re-positioned in order to see pointing responses (Rao et al., 2022); ‘pointing’ with the cursor (Dekhtyar et al., 2020), asking participants to verbally respond by identifying a letter or number associated with a picture (Rao et al., 2022), or, historically, building custom software (Guo et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2009). These adaptations often require the support of a carer or partner alongside the participant (Rao et al., 2022) which can result in unintentional bias. Verbal responses can be unreliable in stroke aphasia (note that Rao et al., 2022 investigated individuals with primary progressive aphasia) and cursor pointing responses may require a considerable degree of fine motor control, depending on the number of distractors, and could result in selection errors, as visual feedback between participant and researcher is relatively limited.

Numerous solutions now exist for online data collection with objective responses and automated scoring such as Gorilla (http://www.gorilla.sc/) Inquisit (https://www.millisecond.com/). Such platforms are user friendly and easy to programme by researchers without extensive coding skills. Experiments can be accessed and run independently by participants and may be suitable for participants with mild impairments and familiarity with technology. However, gaining reliable research data from a severely impaired population requires clinical communication strategies and flexibility. For example, researchers may need a multimodal approach to delivering instructions, supporting auditory comprehension with writing, drawing, or by physically moving items/objects. Some participants may require repetition of training items and researchers may need to move through tests/experiments flexibly to respond to factors influencing performance, for example, participant fatigue, stress/frustration, suspected perseveration or frequent self-corrections. These issues are magnified when completing a battery of tests with varying response demands which requires repeated cognitive switching from participants. The online environment strips the researcher of many of these clinical communication strategies and hence automated solutions should be used only with participants who can effortlessly comply with task instructions. For more impaired individuals, and if task adaptations are not made, it is more probable that the data will be influenced by wider cognitive and physical factors, masking abilities at the cognitive skill of interest and leading to data unreflective of true performance.

There are further aspects that should also be considered when undertaking remote testing using auditory stimuli. Speech comprehension assessments usually involve items being spoken to the participant by the researcher. During in-person assessment, the researcher can adapt to participants’ hearing status, for example, speaking to the better ear, lowering their speaking pitch or speech rate, speaking more loudly and so on. They can also evaluate the suitability of the auditory environment to ensure optimal audibility of task materials, for example, moving to a quiet space if necessary and minimising background noise. Researchers are unable to calibrate their speech and listening conditions as successfully in an online environment; they may be unable to hear background noise, or find it harder to judge what the participant can or cannot hear. Therefore, using prerecorded auditory stimuli is recommended, and we encourage researchers to ensure that the amplitude of all recorded stimuli is normalized to a consistent, maximal level (this is possible using standard audio editing software, e.g., https://www.audacityteam.org). This allows participants to set the volume to an appropriate level at the start of the testing session and to leave this setting unchanged throughout testing. Once the volume is calibrated it can be set at the beginning of each subsequent testing session to ensure consistency across tests and sessions. The quality of speakers/headphones should also be considered; not all participants will necessarily have access to suitable headphones and microphones for assessment purposes. Furthermore, it may be preferable to standardise the equipment used across participants to reduce the possibility of hardware-related differences having an impact on task performance for different individuals. Finally, the option for item repetition should ideally be built into stimulus presentation (in the PowerPoint-based method that we describe herein this can be simply achieved by the researcher clicking a button to replay the sound) to account for unexpected background noise or internet dropout which can affect the reliability of comprehension assessment (Altaib & Meteyard, 2023).

**AIM**

We aimed to produce or modify a battery of auditory comprehension assessments to be delivered over videoconferencing. The assessment battery was designed to facilitate involvement of individuals with impaired comprehension and executive functioning.
METHODS

Design principles

An assessment battery was designed adhering to the following principles:

1. Participants should be able to complete assessments independently without the help of a carer or study partner.
2. Visual, motor and executive demands should be minimised.
3. Consistency of motor and executive demands between tests should be prioritised by ensuring consistency in response requirements.
4. Auditory stimuli should be standardised (i.e., prerecorded) and embedded into testing materials but with flexibility to repeat items as required.
5. Researchers should be able to control when participants move between trials and between tasks so as to retain the flexibility of in-person testing and be sensitive to participant needs, for example, fatigue, frustration and attention status.
6. Task responses should be clearly visible to researcher and research participant.
7. Task delivery should be compatible with a wide variety of home computing devices (including laptop and desktop computers and tablets).

Assessment battery

Auditory comprehension was assessed at the discourse, sentence and single word level with a range of standard clinical and custom, in-house tasks:

1. Modified version of the Discourse Comprehension Test (Brookshire & Nicholas, 1993). Following MacKenzie (2000), discourse vocabulary was modified to be suitable for British participants. A subset of five test stories and one practice story was selected to be the most culturally appropriate.
2. Semantic probe items from the BDAE extended subtests (Goodglass et al., 2001).
3. WAB yes/no auditory comprehension questions. A subset of 13/20 questions were selected to be appropriate for use in an online environment.
4. An in-house sentence verification test. Participants were required to decide whether the final word in a spoken sentence was congruent or incongruent.
5. In-house single word-picture verification test. Participants were required to decide whether a spoken word matched a picture.

Semantic processing was further assessed using written synonym judgement and phonological input processing assessed using nonword discrimination tasks (Psychological Assessment of Language Processing Abilities [PALPA] 50 and PALPA 1, respectively: Kay et al., 1992).

Assessment materials

All tests were delivered in PowerPoint. PowerPoint was selected to best replicate in-person neuropsychological testing. It allowed a single test item to be presented per slide, therefore maintaining focus on the trial item. All tests in the assessment battery used a two-alternative forced-choice response, with on-screen buttons indicating either yes/no or same/different responses. Large response boxes were created on each PowerPoint slide using the animation function. When used in conjunction with screen-sharing options and remote control options in video conference software, these response buttons allowed participants to select and modify their answer if necessary and gave clear visual feedback as to which answer they had selected (Figure 1). Responses were given with a touch screen tap or mouse/trackpad click. Response cards were sent to participants who were unable to engage with a touch screen or mouse. Participants were able to hold these up to give a response which the researcher then entered into the PowerPoint slide to provide visual feedback to the participant.

Sound files were prerecorded in a sound-attenuated booth, segmented in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2021) and the root mean square amplitude adjusted to 70 dB. Sound files were embedded within PowerPoint files and could be played or repeated by the researcher using the arrow keys on the researcher’s computer keyboard. A Visual Basic macro was used to insert the audio files into tests with a large number of items.

Data collection preparation

Participants were posted a pair of Sennheiser SC 165 USB headphones with a noise cancelling microphone (https://www.sennheiser.com) for use during data collection. Prior to data collection, a volume calibration task and response button training was completed. For the volume calibration, participants listened to a string of nonwords—recorded and processed in the same manner as the experimental materials—and were asked to adjust the volume on their device to a comfortable listening level using the volume control buttons on the headphones, their mouse or tablet controls. The researcher then made a note of the volume and asked the participant to set their volume...
controls to the same level in all subsequent testing sessions. For response button training, the researcher used a further PowerPoint presentation (see Figure 1d) with practice response buttons and example items. The test response buttons were positioned in the corners of the screen to ensure that participants could see the full slide. These checks also enabled the researchers to test whether participants’ hardware and internet connectivity were sufficient for data collection. Best practice guidelines for environmental set up for videoconferencing data collection have been published elsewhere (e.g., Doub et al., 2021).

**Videoconferencing procedure**

Data collection materials were suitable for use with Microsoft Teams (https://www.microsoft.com) or Zoom (https://zoom.us/) software. We expect that other video conferencing software (e.g. FaceTime, Google Meet, Webex, etc.) could also be used as long as they provide for shared screen displays and remote control of the researcher’s computer by participants. All but one participant chose Zoom due to familiarity with the software. Zoom meeting settings were set to minimise the need for participants to alter settings, for example, unmuted, video on, and to increase security, for example, admitted via a waiting room. Data collection sessions were recorded following written and verbal consent from the participant. Data were collected by sharing the PowerPoint window with the participant. The slideshow settings were changed on the researcher’s computer so that the slideshow was windowed, rather than full screen, when in presentation mode. This enabled the researcher to continue to see the participant during data collection. Participants were given remote control of the researcher’s computer to enable them to enter their responses by clicking or touching the screen. However, the researcher was also able to retain control of the test session through use of the keyboard on their computer. Participants were requested to respond to the first presentation of the audio file unless stimulus presentation was disrupted by background noise or affected by internet dropout. Participants’ responses were recorded manually and data recording accuracy was checked through video replay.

**Example materials**

Response button training, volume calibration and modifiable PowerPoint templates are available for download at https://osf.io/r6wf1m/. Instructions for inserting audio files using a macro are also available. The Wiki on this site contains detailed instructions for running experiments in Zoom.

**Ethical approval**

Ethical approval for data collection was obtained from the University College London Language and Cognition Research Ethics Committee (LCD-2021-02).
Participants and preliminary data collection

Twenty-three participants had been recruited and undertaken the assessment battery at the time of manuscript preparation: \( n = 9 \) neurotypical control participants; \( n = 6 \) Wernicke's aphasia; \( n = 3 \) global aphasia; \( n = 1 \) Broca's aphasia; \( n = 3 \) anomic aphasia and \( n = 1 \) transcortical sensory aphasia. Aphasia participants were diagnosed with a modified BDAE-Short Form (Goodglass et al., 2001) presented in PowerPoint with the same response buttons as used in the neuropsychological and experimental tests with the exception of the ‘commands’ auditory comprehension subtest which required an action response. Participants were asked to qualitatively report on their vision and hearing. Table 1 presents participant demographics, self-reported perception and BDAE percentiles. Participants were given a £20 voucher to thank them for their participation. Participants were tested on the assessment battery using the video conferencing procedure previously described. Consent and data collection with participants with aphasia occurred over four-five 1-h sessions and over two-three 1½-h sessions with neurotypical control participants.

RESULTS

All but two aphasia participants were able to complete the testing without the constant presence of a carer. These two participants required a carer to be present to further support comprehension of task instructions. For these participants, researchers sent an additional headset and a headphone splitter and carers were instructed to put their headphones on during task training and were asked to use pointing or writing to support comprehension. During presentation of test items they were instructed to take off their headphones to reduce the possibility of them unintentionally biasing participant responses. Nine participants with aphasia were supported by a carer when starting the initial videoconferencing session. This may have been for more than technical reasons, for example, desire to meet the researcher and understand the project as only five participants had support at the beginning of subsequent test sessions. Two participants with aphasia completed data collection using an iPad (https://www.apple.com), one used a desktop computer and the remaining participants used a laptop computer. Two participants did not have access to suitable equipment—one participant was sent a tablet holder to keep their tablet in an upright position so that their hands were free to respond and one participant was sent a Windows laptop prior to the first testing session. Three participants had significant right arm weakness and responded using their left hand with either a touch screen or mouse. Only 1/161 assessments could not be completed for technical reasons, and 10/161 tests were not completed due to participant factors, for example, a discontinuation request and participant health. All but one participant with aphasia were able to interact with the response buttons. The remaining participant used the response cards to provide answers.

Task performance

An initial evaluation of the participants’ capacity to engage with the remote assessment battery was performed by comparing participant performance to the expected chance-level performance range on each task. Chance performance may arise from a number of factors: the assessment may exceed the participant’s language capacity, the participant might not comprehend the task, or they might be unable to comply with the task requirements. Binomial tests were performed in Excel using the binom.dist function and used to calculate chance performance for each test. The binomial test can be used to test the null hypothesis that a score obtained on an assessment falls within an expected distribution based on the assumed probability of success (Ferron & Joo, 2018). All the assessments developed/modified for this work had a yes/no or same/different response and, therefore, each trial has a 50% probability of success. The binomial test was used to identify the likelihood that the overall score on a test could occur due to chance responding. Total assessment scores with a probability of occurrence of <0.05 under this null hypothesis were interpreted as indicating above chance performance. Table 2 presents details of the number of items in each assessment, the score at which the null hypothesis can be rejected (above chance performance) and the performance range for the control participants and participants with aphasia. The participants with aphasia have been divided into those with more and less severe language comprehension impairments based on their aphasia classifications. Across the case series, there were 10 individual assessment results for which we failed to reject the null hypothesis of chance performance. Specifically, one participant with Wernicke's aphasia performed non-significantly differently from chance on spoken word verification, two participants with global aphasia did not perform differently from chance on WAB yes/no sentences, one participant with global aphasia did not perform differently from chance on nonword discrimination, one person with Wernicke's aphasia did not perform differently from chance on written synonym judgement and 5/9 participants with Wernicke's and global aphasia did not perform differently from chance on the discourse
## Table 1

Participant demographics, perception and BDAE percentile ranks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pt</th>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>Grp</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Hearing</th>
<th>Handedness</th>
<th>TPO</th>
<th>CVA type</th>
<th>BDAE percentile ranks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Historical eye surgery</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>6y 5m</td>
<td>Infarction</td>
<td>WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>R eye squint</td>
<td>Mild age-related HL</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>5y 5m</td>
<td>Haemorrhagic</td>
<td>WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Diabetes impacted</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>7y 5m</td>
<td>multiple CVAs</td>
<td>WA/GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>R hemianopia</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>7y 4m</td>
<td>Haemorrhagic</td>
<td>AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>Mild HL R ear</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>13y 8m</td>
<td>Infarction</td>
<td>GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>6y 6m</td>
<td>Infarction</td>
<td>GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>R hemianopia</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>4y 2m</td>
<td>Haemorrhagic</td>
<td>WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>R hemianopia</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>14y 9m</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>R hemianopia</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>7y 5m</td>
<td>Haemorrhagic</td>
<td>WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Reduced PV</td>
<td>Mild age-related HL</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>6y 0m</td>
<td>Haemorrhagic</td>
<td>TSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>7y 2m</td>
<td>Infarction</td>
<td>WA/GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3y 5m</td>
<td>Arterial dissection</td>
<td>BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>10y 1m</td>
<td>Infarction</td>
<td>AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3y 7m</td>
<td>Haemorrhagic</td>
<td>AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>Mild age-related HL L ear</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>Mild age-related HL</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>Mild age-related HL</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continues)
Table 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pt Num.</th>
<th>Grp</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Hearing</th>
<th>Handedness</th>
<th>TPO</th>
<th>CVA type</th>
<th>BDAE percentile ranks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>No concerns</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>Moderate age-related HL</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>Mild HL L ear</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>Severe HF HL bilaterally</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>Mild age-related HL</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Corrected to normal</td>
<td>Moderate age-related HL</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: A, ambidextrous; AA, anomic aphasia; Aud. Comp., auditory comprehension; BA, Broca’s aphasia; BDAE, Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination; CVA, cerebrovascular accident; GA, global aphasia; HL, hearing loss; L, left; PV, peripheral vision; R, right; Rep., repetition; TPO, time post stroke onset; TSA, transcortical sensory aphasia; WA, Wernicke’s aphasia.

*Auditory Comprehension Percentile derived from Basic Word Discrimination and Complex Ideational Material only as web camera not available to assess Command responses.
TABLE 2 Neuropsychological results and chance performance analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>N test items</th>
<th>Minimum above chance score</th>
<th>Control range</th>
<th>WA &amp; GA range</th>
<th>Other aphasia range</th>
<th>N at chance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 DCT</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34–39</td>
<td>11–33</td>
<td>28–34</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 BDAE semantic prob</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>57–60</td>
<td>36–51</td>
<td>50–56</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 WAB yes/no</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7–11</td>
<td>12–13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 sSPV</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>242–278</td>
<td>170–224</td>
<td>201–279</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 sWPV</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>92–104</td>
<td>52–91</td>
<td>81–105</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PALPA 50 Synonym judgement</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>58–60</td>
<td>33–49</td>
<td>48–58</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PALPA 1 nonword discrimination</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>52–72</td>
<td>34–63</td>
<td>54–68</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BDAE, Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination; DCT, discourse comprehension test; GA, global aphasia; N at chance, number of aphasia participants not statistically above chance on each assessment; PALPA, Psycholinguistic Assessment of Language Processing Abilities; sSPV, spoken sentence verification; sWPV, spoken word picture verification; WA, Wernicke’s aphasia; WAB, Western Aphasia Battery.

comprehension test. Performance for the remaining completed assessments was greater than expected by chance (141/151).

The number of repetitions received were analysed for the spoken word picture verification task (sWPV), Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination Semantic Probe items, WAB yes/no questions and PALPA 1 nonword-discrimination, regardless of subsequent response accuracy. No significant difference was found between the number of repetitions provided to the groups (sWPV: Aphasia mean(SD) = 2 (3.8), Control mean(SD) = 1.25(1.8), t_{(20)} = 0.52, p = 0.61; WAB: Aphasia mean(SD) = 0.23(0.61), Control mean(SD) = 0.0(0.0), t_{(20)} = 1.3, p = 0.21; BDAE Sem: Aphasia mean(SD) = 1 (0.8), Control mean(SD) = 0.8(1.4), t_{(20)} = 0.78, p = 0.44; Nonword discrimination: Aphasia mean(SD) = 1.64(3.5), Control mean(SD) = 2.88(4.2), t_{(20)} = −0.74, p = 0.47).

DISCUSSION

Assessment of language comprehension can be successfully adapted for synchronous testing in the online environment. Data were successfully collected from people with aphasia with and without comprehension impairments. Those with reduced comprehension were shown to be impaired at the single word level but nonetheless engaged successfully with the assessment process. Successful data collection in this project was attributed to using a relatively low-tech approach, familiar videoconferencing software (Zoom) and by ensuring flexibility in testing procedures, capacity to use clinical judgement and to ensure response consistency across/over different tasks.

Statistical analysis comparing observed performance with a chance performance baseline confirmed that participants were able to accurately engage in the tasks, indicating good comprehension of task instructions and compliance with task requirements in-line with participants’ perceptual, motor and cognitive abilities. Even the most severely affected participants with aphasia performed above chance on the majority of completed assessments—only two participants were not significantly different from chance on more than one assessment. Participant 12 with global aphasia did not show above chance performance on the WAB yes/no sentences or the Discourse Comprehension Test. Participant 13 with Wernicke’s aphasia did not show above chance performance on spoken word picture verification and on the Discourse Comprehension Test. Since these participants were significantly above chance performance on the other assessments, and given the similarity of stimulus and response characteristics of all tasks, it seems reasonable to conclude that chance level

Data collection problems

The two most consistent difficulties experienced by participants were problems with playing sound through the headphones (i.e., selecting the correct audio output from the options offered in the videoconferencing software) and in adjusting the computer volume. These difficulties affected control and aphasia participants in equal measure. Technical support was provided by researchers over the phone, on zoom and with training videos. Six participants were unable to communicate their volume level to the researchers. These participants therefore repeated the volume calibration step at the start of each session.
performance in these participants stemmed from these tasks exceeding the participants' language comprehension capacities, rather than a more general inability to follow and adhere to task instructions in television. A further three participants did not significantly differ from chance performance at the Discourse Comprehension Test and this tallies with this assessment being the most challenging. Further consideration of the detailed pattern of results is beyond the scope of this paper which is focused on the practicalities of television.

The aphasia group did not receive significantly more trial repetitions than the control group during assessment of spoken comprehension. Participants were instructed to give a response after the first presentation and request repetitions only because of external factors (e.g., internet dropout, background noise). However, it was not possible for the researcher to determine if this was the case as videoconferencing software cuts out extraneous background noise with good precision.

Importantly, the majority of participants were able to carry out testing without support from a carer. When a carer was required to support setup or task explanation, they were able to disengage during test items even for the least able participants. This reduces the potential for carers to inadvertently bias participants' responses. Nevertheless, that the most severely affected participants still required a carer to help setup is important. At least one of these participants was able to live independently. These participants should not be excluded from research on the basis of severity if they are able to provide informed consent with modifications and if reliable data can be elicited. The assessment and experiments described in this study can also be used for in-person testing with a one or two computer setup. The use of prerecorded stimuli is helpful in increasing consistency across testing modalities and further reduces the potential for inadvertent researcher bias. It was not the aim of the current work to evaluate test-re-test reliability between in-person and remote data collection, however, due to COVID-19 movement restrictions, it was also not possible to collect these data. Nevertheless, previous research has demonstrated good reliability of television in aphasia, including language comprehension assessment (Dekhtyar et al., 2020; Hill et al., 2009).

Previous researchers have provided best practice guidelines for setting up the environment for videoconferencing television. These guidelines include reducing potential distractions by limiting background noise, preventing interruptions and turning off other devices (Doub et al., 2021). Efforts were made to adhere to these recommendations in the current project. However, it is important to recognise that it is not always possible to maintain an optimum environment. It is not unusual for participants to lack a desk or table and a quiet environment in which to participate due to limited space at home or large occupancy households. These participants should not be excluded from research but rather these situations reinforce the need for flexibility in assessment to allow the researcher to compensate for challenging testing environments.

Finally, and anecdotally, the researchers who collected data for this study (first and second authors) reported good task adherence, attention and engagement by participants, at a level similar to that obtained with in-person data collection. This approach had greater resource costs than in-person data collection during the development of these online tests—for example recording, segmentation and calibration of spoken stimuli. However, there was a significant cost saving during data collection with significant reductions to travel time and expenses even allowing for the costs associated with mailing equipment to participants. It is an approach that we will take again in the future and which we are pleased to recommend to the field.

Summary of clinical and research recommendations for television of auditory comprehension:

1. There should be consideration of the cognitive, sensory and motor needs of individuals with aphasia when developing and undertaking auditory comprehension assessment (see design principles).
2. The design principles laid out in this discussion paper can be applied to a wide range of clinical/neuropsychological language assessments and are not restricted to the materials used in the current project. Assessments should be selected based on clinical or research priorities.
3. Research studies requiring high levels of stimulus control and consistency should use standardised auditory stimuli and make efforts to control relevant auditory properties (e.g., volume, signal clarity) across testing sessions. However, some flexibility may be required in the approach taken to recognise the needs and capacity of individual patients.
4. The television approach laid out here is applicable to all individuals with clinically diagnosed aphasia but is unlikely to be sufficiently sensitive to identify higher-level comprehension impairments such as those observed in cognitive communication disorders.
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